Terminated Speaker Cables

"Cayenne" T

- New terminated Speaker Cable with 0.5φ/0.18φ 99.995% Highest Grade OFC Conductors & Newly Developed Liquid
  - This New Developed Terminated Speaker Cable is consisted with 0.5mmφ & 0.18mmφ Highest Grade OFC Conductors + 3-timess
  - High Density 85% Gold & 15% Silver Particles Colloidal Liquid soaked
  - Y-shaped/Scalable & Banana terminals (Foccs, each) are attached for free selection of Speakers & Amplifiers.

Cayenne-TC

- New Subzero Ultra Low Temp. Treatment Applied SP Cable

"Cayenne" TW

- W-Series: Plus side/Minus side are Independent for
- SP#79 PTC-1TW
  - Better Sound Image and Clarity.

SP#79 PTC-1T

- Our First Speaker Cable with PC-Triple C conductor & High Quality Terminals
  - We noticed the importance of the Material of the Conductors which carry the important Signals with our Unique Nanosized Gold & Silver Particles in the Natural CI.
  - We selected the latest developed Japan Original PC-Triple C Conductor for our Highend Speaker Cable.
  - We also developed High-quality Splintering Part for the each end of the Terminated Cables, to achieve
    Ultimately High Resolution Quality of the Pure Sound.

- Spade Terminal is the Standard, but Banana terminated version can be made by order.
  - Please ask the detail to the Importer or Distributor.

SP#79 MK-2 HVT

- This SP#79 MK-2 HVT is the Terminated version of the SP#79 MK-2 HV which is the latest MK-2 Series.
  - The Speaker Terminals are Nanotec-Systems regular inter-changeable between Spade & Banana easily by Screw.
  - The Conductors are Consisted with 0.5mmφ OFC & 0.18mmφ HIFC, which was developed by Hitachi Metal Corp. to improve
    the Sound character.
  - We think this High-Cost/Performance cable will satisfy your Audio Life by the Performance.

Golden Strands Series

SP#79 MK-2 HVT

- We support Japan Original Ultra High-end Speaker [Hi-Fi Audio] "model GCS" for our Golden Strands Cables.

SP308SY

- A New idea was successful that using our Latest Power Cable [PS#308] to make Super Speaker Cable.
  - This Power Cable named [PS#308] is using Latest Japanese Original Conductor [PC-Triple C] which was developed by the Engineer who was a Member of the Development Group of [PC-CCC]
  - PC-Triple C is using Japanese Sword making Technology which is called (Forging). This Technique is used for making the Crystals of the Metal Materials more Dense & Tight, resulting the Sound Character became more Strong & Deep.
  - We recommend to try using this SP308SY Not Only for HighEnd Speaker System but also for Small Sized Bookshelf Speakers.
  - You will hear astonishing Deep Basses as much as Clear Mid & High Frequency.